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Yamaha’s Richard Bower delves into the touch-screen of the CVP-605/609
Clavinovas and comes up with a collection of Christmas Cracker styles for us to
try.  If you own a different model you’ll probably find these too...

Part 10: Ten Christmas Crackers!
Ten  really  useful  styles  you  probably  never  knew  you  had……

One  of  the  most  frequently  asked  questions  about  new
instruments  is  "How  many  new  styles  are  there??" and,  whilst
that  may  seem  a  simple  question  to  answer,  the  actual  story
is  a  little  more  complicated.    

The  reason  for  this  is  that  although  every  new  model
introduces  styles  that  haven't  existed  before,  the  current
styles  from  previous  models  are  also  re-mmade  ‘as  new’.    This
generally  involves  creating  new  intros  and  endings  -  and  re-
voicing  each  style  with  the  latest  voices  and  effects.  So,
although  styles  can  be  in  existence  for  many  years,  they  will
always  sound  fresh  and  of  a  consistent  quality  with  new  and
‘younger’  styles.    

The  result  is  that  on  board  your  Clavinova  you’ll  find  a
mixture  of  styles,  some  of  which  are  new,  and  some  very
popular  ones  that  have  been  around  for  many  years.    This
month,  I'd  like  to  introduce  you  to  a  few  of  my  ‘Christmas
Cracker’  styles  -  including  one  or  two  that  you  may  have
overlooked  because  of  their  unfamiliar  names.

Category.............. Entertainment

Sub-Category........ Schlager

Style Name............... 8BeatAdria

Let's start with this one. 8BeatAdria may be the
longest serving style on your Clavinova or keyboard,

but it's still a really useful one. The ‘Adria’ part of the
styles name refers to ‘Adriatic’, as the sound of the

Mandolin in the style gives it an Italian feel. Although it's
perfect for tunes like Al Martino's ‘Spanish Eyes’ or Perry
Como's ‘More’, it can be used for all sorts of mid-tempo
songs.  I like to play ‘Forever And Ever’ by Demis Roussos or
‘Mississippi’ by Dutch group Pussycat. You could even do
an easy-listening version of Stevie Wonder's ‘I Just Called To
Say I Love You’ or, for Christmas, Harry Belafonte’s ‘Mary’s
Boy Child!

Category............ Entertainment

Sub-Category...... Schlager

Style Name............. AlpBallad2

Whilst you are enjoying 8BeatAdria, check out
another style in the same Sub-Category.  AlpBallad2

is a ballad with a 6/8 feel, making it ideal for lots of
60's songs.  I like this one in particular because it has

timpani in the Main D accompaniment variation.  There
aren't so many styles with timpani in the backing and it gives
a nice lift to the last verse of a song (I like a little drama now
and again!).  You may enjoy playing tunes such as ‘The
Impossible Dream (The Quest)’ to this style.

Category............ Entertainment

Sub-Category...... Schlager

Style Name............. ScandBugg

Let's get a bit more up-tempo now, with the fun-to-
play ScandBugg.  This style is probably best

described as a rock 'n' roll style, but with a typical
Swedish saxophone duo sound in the accompaniment.

Lots of the 50's rock 'n' roll songs will work with this so
try Elvis's ‘Don't Be Cruel’ or ‘Teddy Bear’.  For those of you
who have the Yamaha Club’s Home For Christmas CD (see
page 5) James Sargeant's version of ‘Rocking Around The
Christmas Tree’ used the ScandBugg style to great effect.

Category............ Entertainment

Sub-Category...... EasyListening

Style Name............. ClassicPianoBld

After the frenetic ScandBugg it's probably a good
time to enjoy a simple yet really musical ballad.

Stay in Entertainment but change the sub-category to
EasyListening and select ClassicPianoBld (the "Bld"

part of the style name is an abbreviated version of
Ballad).  This style is perfect as an accompaniment for
Richard Clayderman's ‘Ballade Pour Adeline’, but it works for
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lots of other similar types of songs.  There is another lovely
Richard Clayderman tune called ‘The Last Days Of Anastasia’
which works just as well.  If you speed up the tempo just a
little songs like ‘Feelings’ are really suited to this style too. 
A nice one for Christmas might be the Bach/Gounod ‘Ave
Maria’ with the style’s piano arpeggio playing in the
background.

Category............... Entertainment

Sub-Category......... Organ

Style Name................EuroPopOrgan

Lovers of organ music can have lots of fun on CVP
Clavinova.  Select the Organ sub-category, and you'll

find the Organ styles.  EuroPopOrgan can be used to
accompany lots of songs from the 60's and 70's.

Eurovision fans may remember a song called ‘Ding A
Dong’ sung by Teach-In, which won the contest in 1975. Use
Intro 2 to begin this song.  Other tunes that work really well
with this style are The Seekers hit ‘Georgy Girl’ and the 1966
Hollies song ‘Bus Stop’.  For Christmas I might use the style
for an organ version of ‘I Saw Mommy Kissin’ Santa Claus’...
I'm sure that you can think of more!

Category............... Latin&World

Sub-Category.........Caribbean

Style Name............... Bachata

This style is often overlooked because the name is
unfamiliar to Europeans.  The style of music

originates from the Dominican Republic and the songs
are generally of a sad or romantic nature.  Whilst there

won’t be many of us who know any genuine Bachata
songs this doesn't mean that we can't enjoy the style.  Any
song that you would normally play to a Beguine or Rhumba
style will work really nicely with Bachata.  ‘Begin The
Beguine’, ‘Maria Elena’ or ‘Flamingo’ will work well and I use
the style for ‘The Carnival Is Over’ by The Seekers.

Category............... Latin&World

Sub-Category......... Cuba

Style Name............... Guajira

The letter ‘j’ in ‘Guajira’ is pronounced as an ‘h’ and,
just as with the Bachata, this style is often overlooked

because the name is unfamiliar.  Again, lots of songs
that you would normally play to Beguine or Rhumba

styles will work well with the Guajira.  The best tune to play
with it is the well-known Cuban song ‘Guantanamera’, as
sung by the Sandpipers in 1966.  Try a few of your favourite
Latin songs to this and the Bachata styles. 

Category............... Latin&World
Sub-Category........ LatinPop

Style Name.............. PopLatinBld

Here's one of my favourite styles to chillout and
relax to.  The PopLatinBld is essentially a modern

slow Bossa Nova.  Think of the great arrangements

sung by Diana Krall and you'll get the idea.  Pretty much any
of the famous slow Bossa Nova tunes will work with this
lovely style.  I also enjoy using it with songs that weren't
originally Bossa Nova tunes.  For example, if you turn the
tempo up just a little bit you could play ‘Just The Way You
Look Tonight’ or even a really laid-back version of ‘Let's Face
The Music And Dance’.  It really works, and it's such a
relaxing sound!

Category........... Pop&Rock

Sub-Category..... Worship

Style Name............ WorshipPowerBld

It's not often I play for church services but that
doesn't mean that the Worship styles don't get used

on my CVP.  I love the WorshipPowerBld for the times
I want to play a ballad and get a very different sound.

Try tunes like ‘She Moved Through The Fair’ or the
American folk song ‘Shenandoah’. Alternatively, just play
your favourite ballad for something of a different feel.  The
Main C and Main D style variations can get a little heavy so
you may choose just to use Intro 2 followed by Main A and
Main B to keep the accompaniment light.  If you speed the
tempo up a little this is quite a nice style for ‘See Amid The
Winter’s Snow’ as sung by Andy Williams.

Category........... Standards&Jazz

Sub-Category..... BigBand

Style Name............ JumpJive

Let's finish off this little collection of ‘Christmas
Crackers’ with some fun!  JumpJive is a mad, wild

50's rock 'n’ roll style which is sure to make you smile
and your party go with a swing.

At 200 beats per minute, the preset tempo is lively so
you may want to reduce it a little to play songs like ‘This Ol'
House’, ‘Red River Valley (Rock)’, ‘See You Later Alligator’,
etc.  For those of you who have heard me play my Rock 'n'
Roll medley on stage, this is the style that I use for the
accompaniment.

Until next year...

Until we meet again in
these pages in 2015,
whenever you're sitting at
your Clavinova CVP (or any
other CVP or keyboard
come to that), why not take
some time to explore some
of the unfamiliar styles on
your instrument?  You never
know what you'll find! 

Whenever you find a style you really like, always remember
to tap the white star beside it (CVP605/609).  The star will
turn gold and make it a ‘Favourite’ so that you'll always have
it to hand in the future.

For now though, enjoy your music and have a very Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year!  Bye for now... Richard.


